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was found that the number of persons occupying a
JN a previous papcr I it per
room, or the air space
occupant, is a very important factor affecting the
I^.p.r
capita outdoor air supply for the control of body odors. In a room

space of 1410 cu ft, an outdoor air supply oi 7 cÍm per c¿rpita
was found to be iequired when the room luas occupied by three adult persons of
average socio-economic status; 16 cfm per capita whén occupied by seven per'
sons and 25 cfm each with fourteen persons iir the room.

with a net air

Additional work presented in the present paper reveals two important factors

for this variation: (a) spontaneous disappearance of body odors
with time and (b) changes in efficiency of ventilation and odor reinoval with
changes in the amount of air supplied. A third factor suspected at hrst,
namely, adsorption of odors on room surfaces, was found to be of little or no
responsible

significance.

Spout¡ñ¡ous D¡slpr¡ene¡rc¿ or Ooons rN AN LINvENT¡r.¡rEo Roou
Disaþþearanre of Body Odor

Heretofore body odor in the air of occupied rooms u/as regarded as a more
or less stable entity¡ and the problem of odor control was thought to be mainlf
one of plain dilution with clean outside air. Evidence obtained drtriug the past
two years doeq not support tlris view, but indicates that body odors are very
unstable, tendinþ.to disappear rapidly with time, much faster than most odors
with which the rrentilating engineer is confronted in public buildings.

All

obsetv-ations

of body-odor

disappearance rate.were carried

out.in two
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four instances the strength of body odor fell abruptly from an initial value
between 3.5 and 4.0 to the allowable intensity of 2 in less than 4 min after the
subjects left the room. Twenty minutes later tÏe odor index was about 1.
From then on, the rate of disappearance became very slow, and frnally equilibrium was reached at an intensity between 0.5 and 1.0. By this time the odor
lost much of its characteristic Intnøn snrcll and, after uE hours it was difficult
to identify it as such in the presence of other weak odors coming from other
sources in the room. A certain mininrum anount of ventilation was always
necessary to clear out this residual odor, rvhich persisted indefinitely with the
room kept tightly closed.

The explanation for the abrupt disappearance rate of body odor is not quite
clear. Oxidation would seem to be a most plausible cause. It is possible that
some constituents of the bod¡r-odor complex are extremely unstable, leaving
behind other less odorous but relatively stable constituents which can be
smelled for days. The loss of moisture from the organic material to the atmosphere may also have something to do with the loss of odor. Schroeder a ¡ecently presented some evidence of his own and others, indicating a chemical
change in organic matter of expired air after washing with sulphuric acid.
The alteration was attributed to dehydration, as the sulphuric acid did not
remove an appreciable quantity of organic material. On the other hand, liquid
condensed in the present experiments by cooling odorous air to about 35 F
was odorless, clear and neutral in reaction. This is not necessarily contradictory rvith the work of Gant and Shaw,6 who froze out odors from the air
with dry ice and presunrably succeeded in determining their relative strength
several days later by the use of an osmoscope. The odors Gant and Shaw
worked with were rnainly those from tobacco smoke, foods and various kinds
oi liquors, whereas those in the experiments clescribed in this paper were body
odors alone.

The influence of per capita air space on ventilation requirements from the
of body odor would, therefore, seem to be explainable, almost entirely, by the rapid disappearance of odor. The tine element is so small that
it is difficult to draw a satisfactory odor balance from the odor intensity in
the room, number of occupants, air supply, and room dirnensions. Even an
error of half a nrinute or more in estinrating the time taken by the ventilating
current to pass over the occupied zone n:ight nrake a great difference in the
standpoint

loss of odor and odor balance.
Di.saþþearance

of Other Odors

That the râgid loss of odor
of body odor itself
rather than to diffusion by le
studying the disappearance rate.of other stronger
butyric acid, tobacco
smoke, and ozone, .all capable of completely masking body odor. In the upper
half of Fig. 1 are shorvn results with valeric and butyric acid, obtained by
axposing in the center of the experimental roonl a snrall flask of the odorous
substance, u'ith the stopper r'emoved, until the odor intensity rose to 5. Witf¡
_ t.Elimjnation of

Organíc ?roducts in Air Conditiooing,
1933,
¡ Odor Concentration in .{ir.Conditioned Structures, by V.
and Eagjnecring Chenia4, 9, 16, lan, 15, 1937.

Etsirceriilg, 29, 294, Dcc.
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C. Presumably, it would be advantageous to make smoking rooms
as small as is practicable and ventilate them fast. The chemical and physical
properties of cigarette smoke were recently reviewed by Bradford et al.8
Even ozone, which readily decomposes to O, and O, appears to be relatively
more stable than body odor, as shown in Fig. 3. It is, however, the only
one of the odoriferous substances studied by us that eventually disappeared
completely without leaving a trace of residual odor of its own. Ozone for the
tests rilas produced by corona discharge between concentric cylindrical electrodes, f( in. apart, kept at a potential difference of 15,000 volts, a-c, 60 cycles.
The outer cylinder was glass, lined with metallic foil on the outside. The
by curve

apparatus was essentially a Cottrell precipitator as modified by Drinker,T for
small-scale quantitative determination of dusts in air.
The decomposition rate of ozone on a volumetric basis was studied by
Ewell 8'e in a large closed box and in cold-storage rooms. The general char-
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Ewell's curves are quite similar to those obtained

in this

in the tests

paper.
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Aside from body-odor disappearance rate; tlre amount of air supply and the
number and arrangement of occupants in a room with reference to tlre location
of supply and exhaust openings affect also the efficiency of odor removal. With
supply openings near the ceiling located centrally over tåe occupied zone, as
in this system,\¡rd a constant air supply per person, an increase in the number
of occupants would have two opposing effects on ventilation efficiency. On
one hand, it would tend to increase efficiency by spreading out the occupied
.
r
t"íol
¡
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zone; on the other hand, the greater volume of air needed would allow less
time for difiusion over t}re occupied area, the air passing quickly to the exhaust
without removing a full share of odor, CO,, and moisture.
The problen'r was studied by deternrining the relative efficiency of the ventilation systen at various rates ol air supply and rvith j,7, and 14 persons in
the room.
Efficienc¡' of ventilation for the purpose of this study was taken as the ratio
oi ef ectiac air supply to the total air supply. Ef ectfue air supply is that passing over the occupied zone, and capable of removing the products of respiration
and transpiration. It was determined from measurements of carbon dioxide in
representati'r'e areas, in the breathing zone between the seats of occupants.
I\{ost of the experiments urere carried out with seven adult Persons in the room

¿

F¡c. 4. Pr.¡,N or Expsn¡¡ÆNr¡L
Roo¡r S¡¡owr¡¡c Locrr¡or¡ or

Su¡J¡crs .rr¡n S¡rup¡-rrqc SttTIONS

( see

3%
bon

for
lowing formula:
0.01

Ventilatibn Efficiency'o :

anhere '\

'.. 0.01 :
(COr),:
(CO,), Cfm per oicupaít:

per occupant
volume.
measured bY

It can be seen in Figì5.that with airflows under 5 cfm per person, ventilation
efficiency r*'as practically t00 per cent, decreasing progressively as the air supply increased. With 30 cfnt per person, the efficiencrv was about 75 per cent.
-Eo

ob,"io ve¡tilation efrcicncy in Der cent the retio should bc multiplícd by 10,000, as Proin the disossio¡ at tbe dd of tbis papcr.
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From the standpoint of efficiency, it would seem that rate of air supply is
more significant than nunrber oI occupants in a room, but the data with three
and fourteen persons are too few to draw a conclusion.
The important thing to emphasize is the advantage of large roonrs over
small ones, as they act like reservoirs, allowing body odor to disappear, with a
minimum air supply and maximurn ventilation efficiency. Reducing the size
of a room entails an increase of ventilation rate and a simultaneous decrease of
ventilation efficiency.
Ausonpr¡or¡

or Boov

Opons o¡r Roou Sunr¡crs

Adsorption is generally regarded as a physical, rather t}lan a chemical phein condensation of gas molecules on the surfaces of solid

nomenon consisting
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bodies with rvhich they come in contact. The amount of gas adsorbed depends
upon its pressure, the chemical natures and potentials of the adsorbents and
adsorbate and the physical state of the adsorbing surface. For a great number
of systems, adsorption is believed to be complete Ìrhen the adsorbing surface

is completely covered with a unimolecular layer of tåe adsorbent.ll Norrnally, equilibrium is quickly reached when the rate of e po¡ation just balances the condqnsation rate. Exceptions occur when diffusion is slow, or when
there is chemicah interaction between the adsorbent and adsorbate. The length
of time over which the condensed molecules will remain on t}re surface depends
on t.he strength of tlle attractive forces between the surface and adsorbed
molecules, and the temperature.

Under the conditions of 't!e present experiments, adsorption of body odors
on surfaces of walls, ceiling -and floor did not seem to be a factor affecting
odor intensity and ventilation rèquirements per occupant, when equilibrium

--litt.-",ional

;

C¡itical Tablcs, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

No

York,

3, z5o,

1926.
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conditions prevailed. This conclusion Ì\,as arrived at by increasing the amount
of adsorbing surface in the room and redetermining the equilibriunr time' equilibrium intensity, and rate of disappearance of body odor under the neu' conditions. All other factors were kept approximately the sanre in each series

of

tests.

A in Fig. 6 shows the normal variation of odor intensity in a control
test with the normal amount of adsorbing surface of walls, ceiling, and floor
aggregating 780 sq ft approximately. Odor equilibrium was reached about
'room,
and the equilibriunr intensity index
50 min after the subjects entered the
Plot

averaged nearly 3.5. The disappearance rate
ready shown in Fig. I by similar points.

in this control test is that al-

Plot B was obtained under identical initial conditions as plot A,
I
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of the test the adsorbing surface in the room was inft by hanging up sheets of semi-gloss brown wrapping'paper
vertically over the occupied zone and parallel to the air flow. The lower
edges of the sheets hung down to shoulder height of the subjects.
The sudden decrease of odor intensity immediately after hanging up the
sheets (Fig. 6) is probably due to e strong static charge acquired by the
paper when it was unrolled freshly from a big roll just before hanging it up'
that near the middle
creased by 320 sq

The efieci.was transient, and the odor intensity soon rose to its former level,

in Fig. 6.
In plot C the same paper sheets were hung up in the room 16 hours before
the subjects entered, with no apparent effect throughout the test period.
In plot D sheets of a spongy cellulose paper used in air frlters were employed instead of wrappilg paper, with negative results again.
Two experiments with in airflow of 30 cfm per person, instead of 7'5, likewise yielded negative results. The rate of disappearance of body odor at the
end of the tests was substantially the same as in Fig. 1.
as can be seen
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Surrtu¡nv
Body odors are not stable but tend to disappear rapidly in a closed room
rvithin a few minutes after the occupants leave. A weak residual odor persists for davs unless the room is ventilated.
The unusually rapid disappearance rate is a characteristic of body odor itself,
differing greatly from disappearance characteristics of other odors, such as
butyric or valeric acid, tobacco smoke, and ozone, all capable of completely
masliing body odor.
Unlike body odor, the odor

of tobacco snroke not only remains longer in the
air but its intensity increases during the first three hours following smoking.
Air space per occupant in a room rot only affects the disappearance rate of
body odors and hence ventilation requirements, but also the efficiency of
ventilation systems. Large rooms have an advantage over small ones, as they
act like reservoirs, allowing body odors to disappear with a minimum outdoor
air supply and maximum ventilation efficiency. A small room would require
a greater air supply per occupant for the control of body odor. An increased
air supply entails a loss of ventilation efficienc¡ as the air passes quickly
to the exhaust witlrout removing a full share of odors, heat, and moisture.
On the other hand, the problem of tobacco-smoke control would seem to
consist in making rooms as small as is practicable and ventilating them fast.

DISCUSSION
Dn. W. J. McCorvr.¡urrt (Wnrmrrv): Ventilation requirements for the elimination
odors have long beeu a matter of guesswork. The desirability of removing the
causes of odors is recognized, but scarcely ever obtained.
The authors of this paper have materially contributed to our knowledge of the
complex subject of odors and have offered practicable measures of reducing odor
concentration to the point where it is no longer noticeable, when complete removal
is impossible.
The charts indicating the disappearance of certain odors are extremely instructive
in the absence of scientific instruments for satisfactorily measuring odors.
The report is a valuable addition to the studies conducted by Schroeder, Gant,
Shaw and others on tlis important subject.
J. J. Anmuv (\Mr¡m¡N) : There are several reasons why a person about 'io
discuss a technical paper should have the privilege of dealing in anticipations. It
is in this sense that I wish to consider the data presented by Professor Yaglou and

of

:

Mr.

Witheridge.

The study of the cha¡acter and minimization of odors is one of the moot questions

within the society. The striking fact brought out in this presentation is tlat the
odors under cogsideration are not gases; at least they do not follow some of the
physical laws relating to vapor pressüre and diffusion as do butyric and rr¿leric acids
when found in a vaporized state. The authors appear a little reluctant to state
definitely that tÏe odors are due to either liquids or solids; yet we may imply from
the statement made in the text that some credence should be given to the thought
that the rapid decline in odo¡ intensity may be due to dehydration. To my way of
thinking this explanation, nainely, dehydration, is a much more reasonable deduction
than the idea that oxidation maybe the major cause of the rapid odor decline.
This work presents some new thoughts in relation to odors and the Society may

--ñr"istant
!

Mediel Director, Metropolitan Life Insu¡ance Co., Ncw l*ork, N. Y.
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I

would like to call attention to t¡e statement made in the summary: "An increased
supply entails a loss of ventilation eñciency as the air passei quickly to the
exhaust without removing the {ull share of odors, heat and moisiure." this statement
is based upon calculations using a formula which involves the action of a gas and
in varying concentrations. These concentrations are 24 parts per 10,000 par6 of air
in the case of an air supply of 5 cfm, and seven to nine parts when 30 cfm is used,

air

In view of the fact that the substances under consideration are not gases and since
these data appear to relate especially to a srnalt room the authors should indicate
that this stetement should not be taken too generally in its application. It is evident
that the ratio of the floor area occupied by the persons in the room in question to
the total floor area is less than the ratio that obtains in an auditorium or other place
of public assembly and it is this ratio that in all probability has materially influenced
the result.

I am s
more
distributi
with me
efficierrcy

and measured by the authors
stems with a view to perfect
authors, no doubt, wilf agree

is

the authors regardless of the varying
tilating systems.

air

hroughout an auditorium the
as measured and defined by
supplies that are generally used in ven-

C. M. Asrnsv (WnrrtnN) : Professor Yaglou's and W. N, Witheridge's paper
clears up the large question mark left by the results given in an earlier paper and
rounds out very admirably the work.done on this highty important subject.
one result of this investigation, for which I think we can be particularly grateful
to the authors, is that it effectively explodes the myth of air change based on room
volume as a meåsure of ventilation. I consider it a real step forward if the idea
of air change on a room volume basis can be eliminated from our thinking.

It seems to me that the next logical step which should flow from this work is to
attempt to set up a formula or methcid by which rrarious grades of room odor in=
tensity can be predicted for any given installation. It should thus be possible to set

up the standards necessary to produce a Class A, B or C job from the standpoint
of odor. Doubtless this work will be carried on through a committee of the society,
but such an attempt.to set up an odor standard may reveal further gaps in our
knowledge which have not as yet been covered by.Professor Yaglou's and Mr. Vy'itheridge's work. This work should, I believe, act as a guide in any future work
which they cÍrrry

on.

I

have been somewhat concer¡ed about the amount of in-filtration which might be
tle small door used by the observer and I have wondered if a
reñnement of'technique could not be made by using only an opening sufficient in size
to permit the observer's head to project through from one room to another. It
seems to me fairly certein that some of the diminution of odor intensity must be
due to infiltration of air, although the marked áifierence between the iesults for
body odor and various other odor sources indicates the impossibility of assigning a

permitted tirough

large role to this cause.

It

.

to me that the queìtion of surface adsorption of odor deserves somewhat
further study if an unqualified answer is to be given, although I am not sure that
the practical importance of this justifies more effort. Is it not possible that there is
seems

Drscussrox ox V¡¡rrr¡.etior
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an adsorption to an equilibrium condition beyond which the efiect of additional surface
is notaplarent? This suggestion would necessaril¡r assume that the rate.of decay of
odor on i surface was not appreciable. this questiou undoubtedly must be ansrvered

by further study of the character of bodl' odor.
Pnor. Ppnnv 'Wesr (WnnrrN) : This is unquestionably a most interesting paper
and is no doubt pointing the way to some very new and valuable conceptions of
ventilation requirements.

The general conclusions that a larger room volume per
smaller per capita air supply from out-of-doors for the cont
a smaller room volume per occupant rvith greater per capit
is more efficient for the controt of odors from tobacco smoke, etc., are quite interesting and useful.

I

feel, however, and the authors will no doubt agree, that enough work has not
to properly deñne the exact effect that the room volume

been done on these subjects
has upon either of these

conditions.

.

In the previous paper referred to, where the room volume was 1410 cu ft, the cfm
from out-of-doors required for the control of body odors would work out as shown
in Table A.
The variation here is quite wide and somewhat out of keeping with what we have
come to consider good ventilation. For instance in a theater where the cubic contents might t"oge f.o- 200 to 300 cu ft per person tie air supply from out-of-doors
will range from 10 to 7 cfm per person, instead of from 1ó to 11 as the above might
indicate.

I note in connection with Fig. 4 that tlere is a window and a door in the test
room employed in these experiments and there are no doubt other sources of air
in the walls, floor and ceiling.
No mention is made of any account having been taken of tl¡e natural air movement

i

leakage, including the natural cracks and pores

I
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into and out of the room uÞon u'hich the tests for determining the efiect of room
space upon air supply was based.
In a small room of this character where the volume per occupant is relatively
small as compared rvith office space, anything like a normal air leakage. would, of
course, have considerable weight upon the results.

If, for instance, we should figure one
as shown in Table B.

air

charrge

per hour the results would

be

If such a condition should obtain, then in the first case, as show.n in Table A, the
ventilation requirements would vary 3ó0 per cent p€r capita and the ventilation
efficiency would vary from 100 per cent down to 28 per cent, whereas from Table B
the ventilation requirements would onl¡' vary 175 per cent and the efficiency from
100 to 50 per cent.
I note in this conn
eboú 97 per cent for

varies from
per person,

#t.i.:.å"lli'.irï'"

'Y

indicated

this difterence might be e-xplained, as the authors suggest, by the rapid spontaneous disappearance of body odors and the fact t¡at this rate of disappearance
is supposed to be a function of the room volume per capita, but I fail to frnd much
data to support this, since all of the tests upon which curves in Fig. I are based
were apparently made with the same number of occupants in the room.
under the heading of "changes in ventilation Efficiency"

formula-

I

do not understand the

0.01

Ventilation Eñciency

:

m per occupant

As an example take the following:
cfm per occupant : 5
(COr)r :0.2 per cent
(COùs - 0.0 per cent

Then-

0.01

Ventilation Eficiency

-

mT

-

o.ot

1

the authors- say that
lilh*.+l
It would seem, therefore,

the efficiency for 5 cfm - 100 per cent.
that this formula should read0.01

Ventilating Elñciency in per cent

:

Take as another example

cfm pen,occupant
(COr)r
(COr)s

Then

-

per occupant

x

10,000

- -5

0.24 per cent
0.04 per cent

-

Ventilating Efficiency. in per cent

:

-

0.01

whiçh again must be multiplied by 10,000 to give resulrs in per cenr.
Would it not be simpler to wrire the formulá

-

Dtscussrox ox \rExtt¡.¡rrox RpQrjrnnun¡-rs
0.01

Ventilation EfficiencY in Per cent

:

x
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10 000

m per occupant
100

m per occupant
Sorne further enlightenment on the above points
believe to some of our other members.

and

I

P.
comp
limited knowled
that bod¡r odors
Pnon. C.

bod¡.-odor

rvill

be

of greatest interest to

f lt{r.
spe
It wo
aseous,
too

me

the
the
ume

e of

the three at the exclusion of the other tuto.

location of supply and exhaust registers, and quantity of air supplied'

place

Professor West is perfectly èorrect in assuming that the right hand side of the
equation for ventilation efficiency should be multiplied by 10.000 in order to express
the result in per cent.
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In closing, I should like to make clear th

